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CREATING VALUE

Financing your Enterprise
through an IPO: a transformation,
not a transaction



Why should you raise capital
throughout the Stock Exchange?



Are you seeking to raise capital so you can invest in the development and growth of your 
enterprise, Finance the realization of your projects, or yet, expand your cash flow? Have you ever 
thought of the Initial Public Offering as an alternative source to your financing and has it ever 
occurred to you that your enterprise is mature enough to be listed in the Stock Market?

 THE STOCK EXCHANGE COULD BE YOUR 
BEST RESOURCE TO FINANCE YOUR PROJECTS

An IPO can be one of the best routes to funding growth for 
your fast-growing company seeking to raise capital either by 
issuing shares or bonds. Hence, allowing you to invest in the 
development and expansion of your business. 

Furthermore, you have the ability to raise capital whenever 
needed so you could meet your demand at advantageous 
terms and conditions. 

This solution is available to any company of any size without 
limitations in regards to capital or revenue.

 THE STOCK MARKET WILL ENHANCE THE 
CREDIBILITY OF YOUR COMPANY

Once listed in the Stock Market, your company will gain not 
only notoriety and credibility, but it will also deploy your 
employees to develop a spirit of ownership, boost their 
confidence and commitment, and contribute to the fast 
growing of your company since they will become your 
strategic partners.

Moreover, your enterprise will be open to new opportunities 
and gain new market shares either nationally or 
internationally. As you will be able to articulate a compelling 
equity story backed up by a strong track record of growth 
which sets you apart from your peers while maximizing value 
for owners.

It is undeniable not to recognize the crescendo momentum 
and the evolution of your company as it will allow you 
outperform your competitors on key benchmarks.

 YOUR COMPANY WILL GET THE 
RECOGNITION IT DESERVES 

Being listed in a regulated market will allow your company 
increase its transparency in the public eyes, reinforce your 
notoriety and broadband your image among different 
market actors, and establish a market value which cannot be 
called into question by third parties. 

Furthermore, being listed in CSE give your enterprise a 
privilege access to communicate and market the 
performance of your company since its initial introduction 
into the market to its quarterly / annual results. It will in store 
a permanent media visibility among the key actors of the 
market such as analysts, journalists, hedge funds, assets 
managements, etc…However, in order to optimize from the 
use of this free incentives, you need to fulfill your part and 

communicate regularly in a timely fashion. Remember! You 
are reassuring the public to buy you shares and hence 
adding a value to the share price of your company.

 THE CASABLANCA STOCK EXCHANGE WILL 
ALLOW YOU TO SECURE LONG-TERM FUTURE 
OF YOUR COMPANY

Being listed in CSE will facilitate resolving succession issues 
among family owned businesses and safeguard the 
longevity of your enterprise and will attract the entrance of 
new investors by partially opening the shares of your 
company’s capital.

Such decision will preserve your enterprise identity and 
secure its future.

 THE STOCK MARKET ALLOWS YOU TO 
MOBILIZE YOUR EMPLOYEES AND RAISE THEIR 
ESTEEM AND MOTIVATION

The IPO process is a stepping stone moment in the life of any 
enterprise; it embarks its leaders, executives and employees 
to a new era which it will positively contribute in adapting a 
well structured organization, managing transformation of the 
people, implementing new processes and in storing a new 
culture.  
It will strengthen the loyalty and commitments of all 
employees by taking ownership and participating voluntarily 
in the capital of the company indicating their interest and 
willingness to grow the business. An IPO is a way to recognize 
the legitimate pride of all the people who worked hard and 
been devoted to the success of their firm. 

• Tax Exemptions during 3 years : A reduction in 
corporation tax as far as 50%.

• SME Package : «l’Offre TPE» is dedicated to 
small enterprises who meet the eligible criteria 
for an IPO listing and its aim is to accompany 
you in the pre & post IPO stages and could 
cover up to 500 000 DH.

«Casablanca Stock Exchange offers you the 
right solutions for finding the right financing 
for the realization of your fast-growth future 
projects»

THE BENEFITS OF BEING LISTED IN
CASABLANCA STOCK EXCHANGE

Why should you raise capital
throughout the Stock Exchange?



Three Steps to achieve your financing
through the stock market



The first stage consists of preparing the filing documentation 
for your company’s Initial Public Offering (“IPO”) either by 
issuing Equity or Bonds. The first requirement for a company 
to go IPO is to get the approval from its shareholder. The 
board should make the following decisions before hand:

• Reorganizing the legal, financial, and statutory structure,

• Restructuring and layouts of assets,

• Determining the mode of introduction which is best suited 
for your enterprise: transfer or increase of capital,

• Schedule the right timing of your IPO.

 To accomplish the success of your IPO, you must surround 
yourself with the right professionals who will guide you 
before and after the realization of your project. It begins with 
the selection of advisors who will accompany you 
throughout the process of your introduction into the 
financial market. 

 FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARY :

Your Financial Advisor and global coordinator for the offering 
« Investment Bank » will assist and advise you before and 
during the operation by :

• Evaluating your company,

• Carrying out the necessary legal, accounting and tax-related 
work,

• Establishing a provisional schedule for the offering,

• Determining the offer price,

• Choosing the date for the first day of trading in your 
company’s shares,

• Preparing the Prospectus Note.

Stage I
PREPARING THE OFFER FILING DOCUMENTATION 

 STATUTORY AUDITORS :

The statutory auditors are responsible for :

• Certifying the company’s financial statements for the exercise 
years preceding your company’s listing,

• Advising on any prior restructuring and statutory amendments 
required for the initial public offering.

 LEGAL ADVISOR :

Your legal advisor will work closely with the other 
aforementioned consultants in order to assist them in 
regards to any litigations or legal advice concerning your 
company. In addition, certain prerequisites are necessary 
before going public such as the restructuring of the group, 
changes in the bylaws, etc.

 COMMUNICATION AGENCY :

Your communication agency will assist you in developing 
your public communication, production and printing of 
documents, organizations of road shows and 
analysts/financial press conferences.

At this first stage, you have established the best approach 
and have prepared all the necessary documents and charted 
the drivers that will lead your company to embark into the 
best climate of its listing in the stock market.

Three Steps to achieve your financing
through the stock market



The first stage has been validated and the documents have 
been constituted; now you are ready to submit your IPO 
documentation for approval; including the Information Note; 
to the Council for the Code of Ethics in Securities Markets 
(“CDVM”) and the Casablanca Stock Exchange (“CSE”).

 THE CONSEIL DÉONTOLOGIQUE DES 
VALEURS MOBILIÈRES (“CDVM”):

As the stock market’s supervisory and regulatory authority, 
the CDVM is the first entity to receive the filing 
documentation regarding your company’s Initial Public 
Offering. The CDVM is responsible for examining the offer 
documentation and ensuring that it complies with the rules 
and laws in force.

At the end of this stage, the CDVM gives its stamp of approval 
once the Casablanca Stock Exchange has approved the 
Prospectus.

This stamp of approval does not in any way guarantee the 
CDVM’s approval as to the successful outcome of the offering 
nor does it authenticate the information presented but, rather, 
the appropriateness and consistency of the information 
provided by the company making the Initial Public Offering.

 THE CASABLANCA STOCK EXCHANGE (“CSE”):

Before the CDVM gives its stamp of approval, the Casablanca 
Stock Exchange is initially involved in:

• Providing assistance in choosing the procedure for initial 
trading in the company’s shares,

• Issuing an approval notice for the offering,

• Establishing the definitive timetable for the offering.
 
At this stage, you will obtain your visa and you will be ready 
to launch your initial offering.

After the filing documentation has been validated, your 
financial advisor will appoint the placing syndicate which will 
be responsible for placing your company’s shares with the 
public.

The placing syndicate is composed of :

• A lead manager which will manage the operation,

• Brokerage firms and/or banks appointed to collect 
subscriptions.

During the subscription period, members of the placing 
syndicate collect the subscription forms.

The Casablanca Stock Exchange centralizes the subscription 
tendered by members of the placing syndicate and prepares 
the results which are made public.

These results provide an overall and detailed outcome of the 
operation including the number of subscribers by order type, 
category of subscriber, nationality and region. 

A unique “Ticker” will be assigned to your company, as a 
diminutive its denomination name as well as its  reference 
code value.

Which Market is suitable for your company?

Your firm may issue shares or bonds which may be listed on 
one of the stock market’s three equity markets or the bond 
market.

Three Steps to achieve your financing
through the stock market

Stage II
FILING AND VALIDATING THE INFORMATION NOTE 

Stage III
ORGANIZATION OF SUBSCRIPTIONS AND TRADING OF SHARES 



Your firm is eligible to be floated on one of the three equity markets (the Main Market, the Development Market and the Growth 
Market) if it meets the main criteria as follows:

Company profile

Minimum shareholders'equity (in MAD millions)

Minimum sales (in MAD millions)

Number of certified financial periods 

Consolidated financial statements

Minimum number of shares issued

Minimum amount issued (in MAD millions)*

Liquidity provision contract

Large companies

MAD 50

No fixed limit

3

Yes, for companies with 
subsidiaries

250 000 shares

MAD 75m

Optional 

MAIN MARKET

Medium-sized companies

No fixed limit

More than MAD 50m

2

Optional

100 000 shares

MAD 25m

1 year

DEVELOPMENT MARKET

High-growth companies

No fixed limit

No fixed limit

1

Optional

30 000 shares

MAD 10m

3 years

GROWTH MARKET

 (*): The minimum amount issued corresponds to the amount that your firm wishes to raise on the stock market. 
It concerns the number of securities offered to the public multiplied by the initial public offering price.    

THREE EQUITY MARKET COMPARTMENTS CAN BE ADAPTED TO YOUR SIZE AND STRATEGY

Registration in one of the three stock markets is not definite. Your company can be transferred to another 
market if it meets the conditions & eligibility of the targeted compartments.

GOOD TO KNOW



How much does it cost ?
What comes after an IPO ?



It is legitimate to ask the question on how much an IPO 
operation would cost in order for a company to raise funds in 
the stock market? Keep in mind that the Casablanca Stock 
Exchange offers you the most competitive and attractive 
financial package that is on the market.

Certain fees related to the introduction of an IPO are only 
charged once in time of the introduction and there are no 
specific standards in terms of cost budgeting. On historical 
basis, the cost of an initial public offering operation range 
between 2.5% and 5%. The majority of the fees are related to:

• The remuneration of the syndicate members for mounting 
the subscription operation,

• The Placement of shares,

• Guaranteeing a positive outcome of the operation.

How much does it cost ?

The fees paid to your bank are free and negotiable.

In addition, you need to consider the following fees:

• CDVM commissions,

• Depositary Commissions of Maroclear,

• Commissions of Casablanca Stock Exchange*,

• Communication expenses

* Fees charged by the Casablanca Stock Exchange are threshold at 0.10% from the global 
amount raised through an IPO.

Frequent and transparent communications with 
stakeholders regarding your company’s performance will be 
a key to success as a public company. A strong 
investor-relations function will help you sustain the market’s 
interest in your company, communicate with your 
shareholders and the public, attract a pipeline of new 
investors and manage risk.

Thus, communicating the right messages about your 
business is always important, but it is particularly crucial 
when you are moving into the public arena. You need to 
maintain close relationships with your financial backers.

Private companies are often unaware of the level of 
accountability and scrutiny faced when going public. They 
often underestimate the time and skill needed to court a new 

What comes after an IPO ?

pipeline of public investors and to maintain aftermarket 
support. When newly public, you acquire a new range of 
stakeholders that will demand much greater transparency in 
your business and whom you need to keep informed of your 
corporate developments in a variety of disclosure vehicles, 
including annual and Semi-annual reports, proxy statements, 
press releases, direct mailings and shareholders’ meetings. 
Shareholders, analysts and the financial press will critically 
evaluate your management’s performance and focus 
attention on the company’s share price but at the same time 
they are your marketing vehicles which keep the public 
continuously interested in your company.

The Casablanca Stock Exchange will gracefully accompany 
you in these different stages and will provide you with the 
necessary tools to better meet the market’s expectations.
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